Edge computing extends traditional cloud services to the edge of the network, and the highly dynamic and heterogeneous environment at the edge of the network makes the network security situation facing severe challenges. Therefore, it is of great theoretical and practical significance to study and build a high-precision Intrusion Detection Classification Model (IDCM) for network security in the emerging edge computing mode. This paper studies an improved k-dependency Bayesian network (KDBN) structural model that can accurately describe the dependence relationships among system variables and reduce the complexity of the Bayesian network structure by reducing the directed edges of weak dependence. On this basis, this paper constructs an IDCM based on improved KDBN by introducing the maximum a posterior criterion and a virtual augmentation method for samples of small category. The experiments use the KDDCup99 (10%) intrusion detection data set for verification, which show that the IDCM based on improved KDBN has high efficiency, high detection accuracy and high stability, which optimally addresses the issues discussed in many references, such as low detection accuracy and poor stability, for small categories (U2R and R2L) in the KDDCup99 (10%) intrusion detection data set.
I. INTRODUCTION
At present, the constant attacks on computer networks are becoming increasingly diverse, complex and concealed. Especially in the emerging edge computing mode, edge computing extends traditional cloud services to the edge of the network, and the highly dynamic and heterogeneous environment at the edge of the network makes the network security situation more challenging [1] - [3] . The Network Intrusion Detection System (NIDS) [4] , [5] , which monitors the running status of the network system, plays an important role in ensuring the security of network system resources. The intrusion detection classifier, the core unit of NIDS, can detect many kinds of attempted attacks, attack behaviour, and attack results and can classify them effectively. Therefore, it is of great theoretical and practical significance to study and build a high-precision IDCM for network security.
The Bayesian method can theoretically provide an optimal solution for Minimum error by using prior knowledge The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Honghao Gao .
to obtain the posteriori probability [6] , [7] . As this method is widely used in the field of artificial intelligence, pattern recognition and classification [8] - [10] , it has achieved great success and has become a focus of attention. In the field of network intrusion detection, some related work has been published. Most studies use the KDDCup99 (10%) intrusion detection data set to verify their work. The data set contains five categories: Normal, DOS, Probe, U2R, and R2L and the size of the data set is close to 500,000. However, the sizes of R2L (1126) and U2R (52) are relatively small. In [11] , [12] , they used the improved naive Bayesian classification algorithm to verify the intrusion detection classification model and obtained higher overall detection accuracy. However, it was not found for single-category detection accuracy. Ren et al. [13] proposed an intrusion detection model based on Weighted Naive Bayes, which was optimized by the Particle Swarm Optimization algorithm, and their results showed that Normal, DOS and Probe have higher detection accuracy, whereas U2R (< 60%) and R2L (≈ 20%) had lower detection accuracy. Wang et al. [14] proposed an intrusion detection model based on a Bayesian network and VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ Random Tree using ensemble learning methods, and their results showed that the detection accuracy of DOS, Probe, and R2L were higher, while the detection accuracy of U2R (< 60%) was lower. Koc and Carswell [15] introduced a binary classifier model based on the hidden naive Bayes (HNB) method as an extension to NB to reduce its naivety assumption, while the detection accuracy is only 93.40%. Mahmood [16] used the improved naive Bayesian method to build an intrusion detection classifier in the cloud environment. Under the condition that verified experimental samples were less than 1,500, the results showed that the detection accuracy of Normal, DOS and Probe were higher, while those of U2R and R2L were lower. The above status indicates that verified experimental samples in some studies are small in number, and some studies have a low recognition accuracy for small sample categories. Both issues it difficult to meet practical application requirements. Since the KDBN structure has a better performance than the naive Bayesian method to represent the relationships among data attributes, it can obtain a higher detection classification accuracy [17] , [18] . Using the KDDCup99 (10%) intrusion detection data set for experimental verification, this paper intends to use the improved KDBN method to construct the IDCM and improve its adaptability to classifiers by introducing a virtual augmentation method for small samples. The modifications are expected to solve the above problems.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly describes the basic theory of the Bayesian network and KDBN. Section 3, for the limit of KDBN, proposes an improved KDBN method and details the improvement process. Section 4 uses the improved KDBN method to build the intrusion detection model. Section 5 introduces the virtual augmentation method in samples of small categories to solve the problems associated with low detection accuracy and poor stability for small categories (U2R and R2L). In Section 6, we design three experiments to verify and analyse the above methods in detail. Section 7 presents the conclusions of this paper.
II. RELEVANT THEORETICAL BASIS A. BAYESIAN NETWORK
Using nodes to represent various correlation factors of events and the directed edges between nodes to represent the dependencies among various factors, a Bayesian network (BN) generates probability maps that vividly simulate the reasoning process of the human brain. The structure of Bayesian network, composed of nodes and directed edges, is a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG). The DAG fully represents the dependencies among variables in the event. Bayesian network uses graph theory to describe events, and makes full use of the correlation factors of events to do probabilistic reasoning. The BN's powerful reasoning ability is widely used in the classification field. This paper studies the learning method of the Bayesian network structure in detail to generate scientific and effective probability maps.
When using a Bayesian network to classify data, it is assumed that the complete sample Y has one category attribute C and feature attributes X i (i = 1, 2, · · · , n). The overall sample is defined as Y = {X 1 , X 2 , · · · , X n , C}, where the value of C is taken from the set {c 1 , c 2 , · · · , c m }. When the feature attribute sample x = (x 1 , x 2 , · · · , x n ) must be classified, the category c corresponding to the maximum a posteriori (MAP) criterion is defined as (1):
B. STRUCTURAL METHOD OF KDBN
Due to the limitations of the attribute independence assumption, there is no directed edge among the nodes of feature attributes in the network structure of Naive Bayes (NB), which seriously limits its performance. KDBN, based on NB, takes into account the dependencies between data feature attributes, in which each feature attribute node has at most k(integer k ≥ 1) parent nodes of the feature attribute. The order k of KDBN can be selected according to different data conditions. The relationship between data attributes is stronger, and a larger order k can be selected. If the relationship is weak, a smaller order k can be selected. KDBN can better express the relationship among data attributes by adjusting the order k than the general Bayesian networks. Compared to the NB method, KDBN is better able to represent the dependencies among data feature attributes because it can adjust the value of order k. KDBN uses the following method to build a network structure:
Step 1: For a complete sample Y, the mutual information I (X i ; C) and the condition mutual information I (X i ; X j |C)(i = j) can be calculated as:
Step 2: The structural diagram of the Bayesian network is initialized and denoted as G. The first generated root node of G is denoted as the class identifier node C. The set of feature attributes nodes added to G are denoted as S, which is initially an empty set.
Step 3: When I (X i ; C) takes the maximum value, the feature attribute not in S is denoted as X max . A new node meeting the conditions of X max is added into G. Then, a directed edge from C is added to the new node X max .
Step 4: X j is selected for r different feature attribute nodes having the largest I (X max ; X j |C) in S. Then, the r directed edges that point to X max are added, where r = min(|S| , k)(|S|) is the number of feature attributes in S, and k is the order of KDBN.
Step 5: X max is added into the set S.
Step 6: If |S| − n = 0(where n is the number of feature attributes in the sample Y), that is, all the nodes of feature attribute have entered G, the KDBN structural diagram is output; otherwise, the method returns to Step 3 and restarts until all nodes of the feature attribute have entered G.
Example: Without loss of generality, let Y = {X 1 , X 2 , · · · , X 9 , C}, where the example describes the above KDBN method of structural construction and assumes that the calculated S is, in turn, set to {X 1 , X 3 , X 7 , X 9 , X 6 , X 5 , X 4 , X 8 , X 2 }, as is shown in Fig. 1 . When k takes the value of 1, each node of the feature attribute has at most one parent node in addition to the class identifier node C, which improves the problem of the independence assumption among feature attributes in NB, and is generally used to process data sets with relatively simple relationships. When k takes the value of 2, each node of the feature attribute has at most two parent nodes in addition to the class identifier node C, which can process data sets with more complex data relations, and the model structure can better describe the dependence among data feature attributes. When k takes the value of 3, each node of the feature attribute has at most three parent nodes in addition to the class identifier node C. At this time, the complexity of the model structure increases as the number of nodes increases, which may lead to the model being ''overfit''. In general, k takes the value of 2.
Based on the KDBN network structure, we use the MAP criterion for classification according to (1) . For any feature attribute sample x = (x 1 , x 2 , · · · , x n ), the category c is defined as (4):
where π (x i ) is the set of parent nodes for node X i , such that:
III. IMPROVED METHOD FOR KDBN
In Section 2.2, the KDBN node set S is generated according to the mutual information. Generally, the dependencies among the nodes in the back of S are weak, and the directed edges among them have little effect on the network structure. Therefore, under the condition that the network structural model can accurately describe the dependence relationship among the system variables, the complexity of the Bayesian network structure is reduced by decreasing the directed edges of the weakly dependent relationship. The improved method of KDBN is as follows:
Step 1-Step 3: These are the same as Steps1-Step3 in Section 2.2. Step 4: The nodes of feature attribute X j satisfying I (X max ; X j |C) ≥ ε (ε is the threshold) in S are put into set X c . The k (where k is the order of KDBN) nodes of feature attributes with maximum conditional mutual information in X j are selected, and then the directed edge from X j to X max is added. If there is only one element in X c , only one directed edge is added. If there is no element in X c , no directed edge is added.
Step 5: The X max is added into the set S.
Step 6: If |S| − n = 0 (where n is the number of feature attributes in sample Y), that is, all the nodes of feature attribute have entered G, the KDBN structural diagram is output; otherwise, the method returns to Step 3 and restarts until all nodes of the feature attribute have entered G.
Example: Without loss of generality, the example describes the improved method of KDBN based on Fig. 1(b) . Assuming the choice of an appropriate threshold value of ε, the calculated S is in turn set as
There is one weakly dependent directed edge pointing towards nodes X 6 and X 5 . Meanwhile, there are two weakly dependent directed edges pointing towards nodes X 4 , X 8 and X 2 . Thus, we delete the weakly dependent directed edges. A relatively simple network structure is shown in Fig. 2 . In this way, the model can avoid the ''over-fit'' phenomenon and decease the complexity of the Bayesian network structure by reducing the directed edges of weak dependencies.
Based on the improved KDBN structure, we can use the MAP criterion for classification according to (5) . Fig. 3 shows the IDCM based on the improved KDBN. It uses the Common Intrusion Detection Framework (CIDF) model [19] for reference, which includes four components: event generator, event analyser, event database, and FIGURE 2. Improved KDBN structure (k = 2). The structural diagram is obtained by reducing the directed edges of weak dependencies in Fig. 1(b) . response unit. The event generator is used to generate historical intrusion detection data and real-time intrusion detection data. On one hand, the event analyser forms a training set Y train and test set Y test after pre-processing the historical intrusion detection data. Then, it uses Y train to train the improved KDBN algorithm and uses Y test to test it. Afterward, the method forms a KDBN intrusion detection classifier with a good recognition effect. On the other hand, the intrusion detection classifier conducts online test data after pre-processing real-time intrusion detection data, and then transmits the recognition results to the response unit and the event database, respectively. The response unit performs a corresponding response to the received information. The event database stores the received information in case the system needs to query and use it.
IV. IDCM BASED ON IMPROVED KDBN
As is shown in Fig. 3 , the improved KDBN intrusion detection classifier that is constructed using the improved KDBN method is the core unit of the IDCM. The specific steps are as follows:
Step 1: Data Y are input and divided into training set
Step 2: The improved KDBN method is trained using the training set Y train , and the optimization algorithm of the network structure is performed. Then, the intrusion detection classifier that satisfies the requirements of the application can be built by classifying the data according to the MAP criterion.
Step 3: The test set Y test is used to test and evaluate the classifier.
V. VIRTUAL AUGMENTATION METHOD FOR SAMPLES OF SMALL CATEGORIES
Currently, some intrusions of the network whose data sets belong to samples of small categories are usually concealed, with low frequency and greater harm. As mentioned in the introduction [13] - [16] , there is low detection accuracy for samples of small categories, and there is large risk in the application. For this problem, this paper uses the virtual augmentation method to enhance the adaptability of small samples and improve their detection accuracy [20] , [21] .
The sample data of small categories are denoted as T (T ⊂ Y). T is divided into two sets T train and T test , satisfying both conditions T train ∪T test = T and T train ∩T test = ∅. T ai is used to virtually augment the T train in the original experimental sample:
where the mathematical expectation T train can be calculated from the training data T train before augmentation; the control coefficient a takes a value between (0, 1); b is usually a natural number between (0, 5); σ is the standard deviation of the training data before augmentation; m is the number of samples to be augmented, which generally takes an even number; and ξ is the undetermined coefficient. Based on the principle of equality of mathematical expectation and variance, we obtain (5) and (8):
The undetermined coefficient ξ can be computed by solving (4) (5) (8):
VI. SIMULATION EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS ANALYSIS A. INTRUSION DETECTION DATA SET
Similar to [11] - [16] , this paper uses the KDDCup99 (10%) intrusion detection data set [22] to verify the above intrusion detection model. The data set is connected data from a nineweek network collected from a simulated Local Area Network of the US Air Force. Each network connection is a TCP packet from start to finish within a certain period of time, which contains 41 feature attributes and 1 class identifier that is used to indicate that the connection is normal or a specific kind of attack. The attack is divided into four major categories: DOS, Probe, R2L, and U2R. The identifier categories are shown in Table 1 .
B. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN AND ANALYSIS
This study includes three designed experiments. Experiment 1 determines the order of the KDBN classifier model, aiming to better represent the dependencies among the 41 feature attributes of the experimental data set. Thus, experiment 2 analyses the effects of the different intrusion detection models under the condition that the samples are of small categories without augmentation. Experiment 3 analyses the effects of different intrusion detection models under the condition that the samples are of small categories with augmentation. Experiment 1 Determination of model order k: For the KDDCup99 data set, 90% of data are randomly selected as the training data set, and the remaining 10% are used as the test set. Then, we determine the Bayesian network structure by using the above KDBN method to build a classifier. The model order k is assigned 1, 2, and 3 respectively, to investigate the corresponding detection accuracy and detection time. The experimental results are shown in Table 2 . This paper considers the detection accuracy and detection time comprehensively and determines that the model order is equal to 2. At this time, the detection accuracy is the highest, and the detection time is still considered. Experiment 2 Model verification without a virtual augmentation method : In this experiment, the model order (k = 2) is determined according to experiment 1, and 10 independent experiments are performed. Each experiment randomly selects 90% of the KDDCup99 data set as the training set, and uses the remaining 10% as the test set. First, we compare and analyse the three IDCMs (NB, KDBN, and improved KDBN) by investigating their average detection accuracies and average detection times. The experimental results are shown in Fig. 4 and Table 3 . Second, the IDCM based on the improved KDBN is analysed in detail by investigating the detection accuracy and fluctuation range of each experiment. The experimental results are shown in Fig. 5 and Table 4 . Table 3 shows that the IDCM based on the improved KDBN has the minimum detection time and the highest efficiency. In terms of detection accuracy, Fig. 4 shows that for the large categories (Probe, DOS, and Normal), the IDCM based on the improved KDBN is slightly better than the unimproved KDBN model, and both are much higher than the NB model; for small categories (U2R and R2L), the IDCM based on the improved KDBN model is obviously superior to the KDBN model and the NB model. Table 4 and Fig. 5 show that in the IDCM based on the improved KDBN model, the higher the number of different samples there are, the higher the detection accuracy: the detection accuracy of small category U2R (52) is only 43.17%, and the detection accuracy of small category R2L (1126) reaches 90.61%; the detection accuracies of large categories DOS and Probe are close to 100%. On the other hand, as the number of samples increases, the detection accuracy tends to stabilize: the fluctuation range of small category U2R is between −22.8% and 15.8%; the fluctuation range of VOLUME 7, 2019 small category R2L is between −3.07% and 1.92%; and the fluctuation range of other categories is smaller. Obviously, this experiment fails to solve the problem of low detection accuracy and poor stability for small categories (U2R and R2L), similar to other reports [13]- [16] . 
Experiment 3 Model verification with a virtual augmentation method:
This experiment uses the method of samples of small category augmentation, as presented in Section 5, to solve the problems of low detection accuracy and poor stability associated with small categories (U2R and R2L). The experiment still uses the model order (k = 2) that was determined by experiment 1. In the beginning, half of the small categories (U2R and R2L) in the KDDCup99 data set augment the training sample, while the other half do not augment the test sample. On this basis, the new training set and test set are formed to complete the same work flow as presented for experiment 2.
1) SAMPLE AUGMENTATION EXPERIMENT
To augment the small categories (U2R and R2L) in the KDDCup99 data set, it is necessary to determine appropriate parameters a, b, ξ and an augmented quantity m to ensure scientific rationality of the augmented samples.
First, for small category U2R, m has a fixed value of 20. When b is taken as 1, 2, 3, and 4, we change the value of a respectively and calculate the undetermined coefficient ξ according to (7) . For all sample data after augmentation, we use the bootstrap method [23] to resample, extracting 1000 times and 10 sets of data each time. Then, we calculate the standard error of the extraction experiment. The standard error is an estimate of the reliability of the augmentation sample. The smaller the value, the greater the reliability. As such, the standard error can be used to evaluate the sample augmentation effect to select the best parameters a, b and the undetermined coefficient ξ . The experimental results are shown in Fig. 6 . Clearly, when b = 1, a = 0.001, the augmentation experiment is more scientific and reasonable, and ξ = 0.9549 can be calculated at this time.
Second, we augment small category U2R and further investigate the influence of sample quantity m on the augmentation effect based on selecting the parameter b = 1, a = 0.001, ξ = 0.9549. This experiment randomly selects half of the samples of small category U2R for virtual augmentation as the training sample to construct an intrusion detection classifier. The other half is directly used as the test sample to examine the detection accuracy of the classifier. The experimental results are shown in Fig. 7 . When m is small, as the augmented quantity m increases, the detection accuracy become more obvious; when m ≥ 2000, the detection accuracy is greater than 99%, and the improvement in the detection accuracy is no longer notable. Therefore, we select m = 2000 for subsequent experiments.
For the sample augmentation experiment on small category R2L, we again choose b = 1, a = 0.001, ξ = 0.9549, m = 2000 and obtain excellent results.
2) MODEL VERIFICATION
Based on the above experiment a) for determining the superior parameters and the augmented quantity, 10 independent experiments are performed. First, each experiment separately extracts half of the small categories (U2R and R2L) in the KDDCup99 data set. After augmenting 2000 samples separately, we mix them with the remaining KDDCup99 data set, which randomly extracts 90% as the training sample. The remaining 10% of the data are mixed with U2R and R2L which are not augmented as the test sample. Second, we compare and analyse three IDCMs (NB, KDBN, and improved KDBN) by investigating their average detection accuracies and average detection times. The experimental results are shown in Fig. 8 and Table 5 . Finally, the IDCM based on the improved KDBN is analysed in detail by investigating the detection accuracy and fluctuation range of each experiment. The experimental results are shown in Fig. 9 and Table 6 . Table 5 shows that the IDCM based on the improved KDBN still has the minimum detection time and the highest efficiency. In terms of detection accuracy, a comparison of Fig. 4, Fig. 5 , and Table 4 in Experiment 2 to Fig. 8, Fig. 9 , and Table 6 indicates that after augmentation, the detection accuracy of all categories in the IDCM based on the improved KDBN is greater than 95%, mostly close to 100%, and the detection accuracy is still very stable. Clearly, this experiment perfectly solved the problem of low detection accuracy and poor stability for small categories (U2R and R2L) as shown in experiment 2 and many references [13] - [16] .
VII. CONCLUSION
1) In this paper, an improved KDBN structural model is built and investigated. This model can accurately describe the dependence relationships among system variables and can reduce the complexity of the Bayesian network structure by reducing the directed edge of weak dependence.
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